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Abstract. In the last few years, with the support of new communications and mobile technologies, Physical Annotations (PAs) have become popular in context-aware systems and pervasive computing. PA aims to enrich physical entities around us with useful information. Users can interact with inanimate objects, annotate them and share annotations with others. It helps daily life in different aspects, such as tourism, education and health. In this paper, we provide a formal model and theoretical concepts for PA systems. We also propose a new location model called DPVW-model for annotated entities. DPVW-model represents aspects of the annotatable physical world as well as the virtual domain. Then, we discuss the implementation and usability study of our system. Finally, we compare it with other similar systems.
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1. Introduction

Mixed Reality (MR) provides the capability of merging the real world with the virtual world. It can be used to digitally enrich the real world around us, which will help to improve different aspects of modern life such as learning, gaming, shopping and more. MR already exists for many years, but recently has been used widely for mobiles especially with the portability and advanced capabilities of current mobile phones (e.g., GPS, camera, connectivity, accelerometer and digital compass).

Based on different uses of MR, it may have different names such as Augmented Virtuality, Augmented Reality, geo-tagged information, physical labeling and physical annotations [18,20,24,26,28].

In our research, we focus on annotating the physical world which aims to add digital information to physical entities. Physical Annotation (or PA, for short) is one of the most important techniques in pervasive computing for providing useful information about annotated entities, whether it is a small object such as a cup, a person, or even a geographical spot in a city. In previous work [1], we provided a literature review of the different technologies and uses of PA.

We found there are many systems in this area, such as Yellow Arrow [30] which is one of the significant PA systems in the early last decade. It used a yellow marker on annotated entities in order to grab attention for those entities and also to add tag numbers to them. Also, recently there are Layar [15] Wikitude [27] and Junaio [14], which use the latest pervasive computing technologies such as GPS coordinates and image recognition techniques.

With the increasing demand and the popularity of using PAs, there are many challenges arising such as managing and structuring the annotated entities in the real world, and organizing their annotations. Also, there is a need for getting dynamic annotations within different context awareness situations.

This paper proposes an approach to PA systems which can be achieved through enhancing four aspects of PA systems and the services they provide:
formalizing PA systems towards a foundation for this type of information system, modeling context-awareness aspects in PA systems, providing location models for outdoor and indoor annotated entities, and defining a range of possible relationships between annotations and targets. This paper provides a formal model for PA systems (which we call ALPHA), and also defines the different types of annotated entities (targets). Moreover, the paper discusses the notion of what we call Dynamic Physical and Virtual World models (or DPVW-models, for short) for physical world modeling of outdoor and indoor entities, and also describes the physical model and virtual model links. This model will help to manage and organize the annotations of physical entities in an efficient way, and give the system more features for creating and retrieving annotations. In particular, PAs are then seen as “decorating” a DPVW-model, which is an abstract simplified representation of the physical world. And the same physical space can have multiple DPVW-models associated with it. Finally, as a proof-of-concept of our approach of basing PA system design on our formal model and the DPVW-model, we implemented a PA system (which we call ALPHAsys) that can help users annotate physical entities efficiently. Then, we discuss a usability study of our system, and compare it with other systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a summary of our formal PA model called ALPHA, and Physical Annotation concepts. Then, we provide and discuss our DPVW-model in Section 3. Then in Section 4, we discuss the relationships between annotations and annotated entities. Then, Section 5 provides a generic PA architecture and our prototype of ALPHAsys. In Section 6, we present the usability test of ALPHA and compare it with the popular Layar system. Section 7 presents the related work. And then the conclusion is in Section 8.

2. A conceptual model of physical annotations

We design our PA model, which we call Advanced Location-aware Physical Annotation (ALPHA) model as comprising three main parts: (A) the annotation part, which includes the content, format, type and so on (see below); (B) the physical entity (or the target) being annotated such as a location, or a small object; and (C) the link between the annotation and the annotated target, which includes the conditions of the relationship, anchor properties, and so on.

A. The annotation

The annotation part comprises the following properties: the annotation ID, annotation type, the annotation content itself, users, groups, and author category, as explained below.

A.1. Annotation ID

This ID is a unique identifier for each annotation.

Definition A.1 (Annotation identifier). We define AID as a set of annotation identifiers, and aID ∈ AID denotes an annotation identifier.

A.2. Annotation type

This property concerns the purpose of the annotation. Therefore, based on those purposes, there is a need to classify these annotations. Examples of annotation purposes/types are “educational”, “commercial”, “health”, “security” and more, and could be based on a domain-specific ontology.

Definition A.2 (Annotation type). We define AT as a set of annotation types, and at ∈ AT denotes an annotation type. The set AT = \{education, tourism, health, security, commercial\}. (Other types can be added but this is an initial proposal based on observing PA application areas).

A.3. Annotation content

This property contains the actual information and the real content of the annotation.

Definition A.3 (Annotation content). AC is a set of possible annotation contents (e.g., as text or in a format as defined by an XML schema, or a set of video clips) and ac ∈ AC denotes a piece of annotation content.

A.4. Users

This property includes all the system users, including authors and readers.

Definition A.4 (Users). Let USER be a set of users, and user ∈ USER denotes a generic user.

A.5. Group

The aim of this property is to enable organization of users and classify them into groups based on their interests. Moreover, the author will have the choice to address his/her annotation to a particular group. For example, there could be educational annotations which were addressed to high school students, so that
the only users who can access these annotations are such students.

**Definition A.5** (Groups). $\text{GR} \in 2^\text{USER}$ is a set of groups of users. And $\text{gr} \in \text{GR}$ denotes one group of users.

**A.6. Author**

This property describes the identity of the author who can create, delete or modify the annotation.

**Definition A.6** (Authors). We define $\text{AU}$ as a set of authors of annotations, and $\text{au} \in \text{AU}$ denotes a generic author, and $\text{AU} \subseteq \text{USER}$.

Based on the above definitions, we can now define an annotation as follows.

**Definition A** (Annotation). An annotation $\text{ann}$ is a 6-tuple of the following form:

$$\text{ann} = <\text{aID}, \text{at}, \text{ac}, \text{au}, \text{user}, \text{gr}>,\$$

where $\text{aID}$ is an annotation identifier, i.e. $\text{aID} \in \text{AID}$, $\text{at}$ is the annotation type, i.e. $\text{at} \in \text{AT}$, $\text{ac}$ is the content type, i.e. $\text{ac} \in \text{AC}$, $\text{au}$ is the annotation’s author, i.e. $\text{au} \in \text{AU}$, $\text{user}$ is the annotation’s user, i.e. $\text{user} \in \text{USER}$, and $\text{gr}$ is the user’s group, i.e. $\text{gr} \in \text{GR}$. Any one of these values (except $\text{aID}$) can be null or defaulted to a fixed value.

**B. The target**

The target part describes the annotated entities (or targets) which exist physically in the real world. Instead of having one single target or annotated entity at one time, in our PA formal model, we have divided the targets into three different types of annotated entities, the first one is the single entity which always is one piece of physical object such as a cup, a person, or even a building. This type of annotated entity is the simplest type of entity, which also means they are easy to represent in a location model and easy to deal with in terms of creating, retrieving and querying annotations. The other type of the target is composed of more than one entity; this target type may be called a collection of entities, and is often more complex in terms of creating, retrieving, or querying their annotations. Also, a collection of entities often have similar properties in different ways which could be the colour, structure and so on. For example, the user may conceptually “make” a collection of cups in his/her room and give them a general annotation “my cups”. So, a main feature of the collection is that it should be located within the same physical location (another example are books on the same bookshelf). What ultimately defines single and collection entities is how the person leaving the annotations for the entities view the entities.

Another target type is the virtual group which refers to a group of entities physically existing in the real world, but generally not physically grouped together in one location, and may be far in distance from each other. The entities in a virtual group are grouped together via relationships between entities, or via sharing context, such as a virtual group that comprises all the user’s possessions in the whole building in his/her workplace, independent of where these objects are located in the building. This target type is associated with the idea of the annotation mapping property in our PA formal model, which means, for example, one annotation is linked to three different entities at three different locations in the location model.

A virtual group is also associated with the context dependency property in the PA formal model. Context dependency (also elaborated on later) means that one annotation is linked to a target entity (which can be single, collection or virtual group); but this linking depends on different contexts or circumstances. For example, the annotation will be visible only if the annotated entity is near-by another specific entity, or person. So, a main feature of the virtual group is that, unlike a collection, it shouldn’t need to have entities in close physical proximity or existing within the same small physical area (with respect to an a priori chosen location model). Figure 1 shows examples of a collection, which is a desk, chair and books which are located in one room. The figure also shows a virtual group which comprises person 2, his/her cup and his/her room.

**B.1. Target ID**

This property describes the unique identifier of the annotated entity.

**Definition B.1** (Target identifier). We define $\text{t_id}$ as a set of target identifiers, and $\text{t_id} \in \text{T_ID}$ denotes a target identifier.

**B.2. Target kind**

This property aims to describe the nature of the annotated entity. The entity can be a location, a small object such as a cup, Defining and classifying the target’s kind will provide better understanding of the possible annotations that could be associated with that entity.
Definition B.2 (Target kind). We define $T_K$ as a set of target kinds, and $t_k \in T_K$ is a target kind. The set $T_K = \{\text{geographical\_location, object, person}\}$.

B.3. Target location

This property aims to describe the real physical location of an entity. We represent this property in our database by storing the GPS coordinates. Because some entities do not have a fixed location, this property is optional.

Definition B.3 (Target location). We define $T_{LOC}$ as a set of target locations, and $t_{loc} \in T_{LOC}$ is a target location. The set $T_{LOC}$ might be a set of geometric or symbolic coordinates (with respect to some location model).

Definition B (Target). A target $t$ is a 3-tuple of the form:

$$t = <t_{ID}, t_{K}, t_{LOC}>,$$

where $T$ is a set of all possible targets (as defined with respect to a model that we explain later) and $t \in T$ is a target, $T_{ID}$ is a set of all possible target IDs, and $t_{ID} \in T_{ID}$ is a target identifier which can be a single value (or a set of identifiers), $T_K$ is the set of all target kinds and $t_{K} \in T_K$ denotes a target kind (or a set of target kinds as explained below), and $T_{LOC}$ is a set of all possible target locations which includes the geometric or/and symbolic locations and $t_{LOC} \in T_{LOC}$ denotes a target location (or a set of target locations as explained below).

As we have different types of annotated targets, the following are the corresponding definitions for the different types of targets, as explained earlier.

These will help us later in defining the relationships between annotations and targets.

- Single target: $at = <t_{id}, t_{k}, t_{loc}>$
- Collection target: $ct = <t_{id}'s, t_{k}'s, t_{loc}>$
- Virtual group target: $vgt = <t_{id}'s, t_{k}'s, t_{loc}'s>$,

where $t_{id}'s$ is a set of IDs for the targets that belong to the collection or virtual group, $t_{id}'s$ is a set of target kinds for the targets respectively that are included in the collection or the virtual group, $t_{k}'s$ are the respective target kinds of the targets, and $t_{loc}'s$ is a set of target locations for the respective targets in the virtual group. Note that since a collection is located in one place, it will have only one location (with respect to a location model, which we explain later).

C. The link (a physical annotation)

We define a PA as the link or the bridge that connects the annotation component to the target component. As we discussed, the annotation part or the target part can be independent entities and can stand alone by themselves. However, the link is dependent on both the annotation and the target components. The following are the link’s properties.

C.1. PA ID

This ID is a unique identifier for each link or PA. This ID is a unique identifier for each physical annotation.

Definition C.1 (Link/PA identifier). We define $paID$ as a set of physical annotation identifiers, and $paID \in PAID$ denotes a physical annotation identifier.

C.2. Annotation

This property of a PA is the annotation part, whose structure is as described in Section A.

C.3. Target

This property of a PA is the target part, whose structure is as described in Section B.

C.4. Mapping

Mapping is a property that describes the relationship between the annotation part and the annotated entity(-ies) or target part.

Definition C.4 (Mapping). We define $MP$ to be a set of mapping types, namely, \{one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, many-to-many\}, and $mp \in MP$ denotes a mapping type.
C.5. Context dependency

This property describes all the possible conditions and situations that make the annotation readable and accessible to the users. The annotation could be static, which means it will be available every time and under any circumstances. However, the annotation could be dynamic, which will be available only under certain conditions and circumstances. Therefore, context dependency will contain all the conditions that allow the annotation to be active and available to the users. An example of a dynamic annotation is when an annotation depends on many contexts such as location, time and weather conditions. So, all the three conditions must be met in order to be visible or active to the users. The context dependency also includes the dependency between the entities for annotation access – the idea is that an annotation can only be read when all entities are detected.

The value in this property can vary from one annotation to another and may have many values, so the following set of values for this property is just one possibility.

Definition C.5 (Context dependency). We define CX as a set of contexts, and cx ∈ CX is a context (or a type of context information). CX = {location, time, date, nearby person, nearby object, entity dependency}.

The following is a general definition of a physical annotation.

Definition C (Physical annotation/link). A physical annotation (or link) is a 5-tuple of the following form:

\[ l = \langle \text{paID}, \text{ann}, \text{t}, \text{cxD}, \text{mp} \rangle, \]

where paID is the unique number to identify each PA, i.e. \( \text{paID} \in \text{PAID} \), \text{ann} describes all the properties which belong to the annotation itself (as in Definition A), i.e. \( \text{ann} \in \text{ANN} \), \text{t} refers to the target, which is the annotated entity (as in Definition B), i.e. \( \text{t} \in \text{T} \), \text{cxD} is the annotation context dependency, i.e. \( \text{cxD} \), is a subset of CX, (in practice \( \text{cxD} \) attributes with particular context values) and \( \text{mp} \) is the mapping property which presents the relationship between the annotation and the entity, i.e. \( \text{mp} \in \text{MP} \).

3. Dynamic physical and virtual world model (DPVW-model)

The formal model shows that the PA system may have different types of targets based on its constructions. The target can be a single entity which is only one annotated entity, or a collection of targets, which are located in one place, or a virtual group, when targets are located in different places.

Therefore, it is necessary that the location model should present these different types of targets. As a result, we present the Dynamic Physical and Virtual World model (DPVW-model). We assert that there are three important key aspects in a world model (which includes a location model). The first one is the dynamic or temporal nature of entities. And the second one is the notion of physical collections, and the third one is the virtual containment or relatedness.

In our conceptualization of a physical annotation system, the environment can be dynamic which means the annotated entities can be moved from one place to another, or in other words, the physical locations of some entities are temporal. Some entities may change their location frequently, such as a person. Other entities may change their location rarely. For example, a chair in a room can be moved to another location in the environment, whereas other entities cannot be moved to another place such as a building. Therefore, with respect to a PA system, it is useful to define all the possible annotatable entities for the system, i.e., we can build a location/world model that includes such entities for a PA system. Relationships among annotations can also be indirectly determined by, or are induced by the relationships among, the targets they annotate. Also, a DPVW-model can be used as a basis for browsing and querying annotations. As we discuss in previous work [2], there are many different entities that can be annotated in a PA system. Moreover, the relationships between the annotations and the annotated entities are different and there are many possible scenarios. Also, the context dependency can include different elements such as time, near-by entities, and so on. However, we state and illustrate the main types of annotatable entities that can be considered when one builds a world/location model, as follows: (i) outdoor locations and their structure: in forms such as point, line, and polygon, (ii) indoor locations and their structure: e.g., room, floor, corridor, (iii) objects indoors and/or outdoors, some movable, some not: e.g., chair, wall, person, moveable object, (iv) collection of locations or objects, and (v) virtual groups of locations or objects, as described earlier.

Outdoor location A point means a geometric location which can be described using coordinates. In outdoor points, we would often use the GPS longitude and latitude to describe this point. A line con-
nects two points, so the system stores the coordinates of the two points/ends of the line. An example of this is a street viewed as a line. A polygon is a series of connected lines and often comes as an irregular shape. An example of this is a block in the CBD, or a building. One can annotate points, lines and polygons once defined. A user can define a point to annotate by taking its GPS coordinates (e.g., the current location) and then leaving an annotation to be associated with that point/location. A user can define a line by picking two points (or their GPS coordinates) (either via a map application or walking from one point to the other) and then associating an annotation with the line, or similarly, define a polygon by specifying a set of lines or points (e.g., walking to them and taking the “current location” readings, respectively) and then leaving an annotation for the polygon. Similarly, another user can read such annotations while at that point, someone along the line or within the polygon.

Indoor location An indoor location is often a covered area and that includes the interior of a building. An example of an indoor location is a room, or a whole floor, which can be described with respect to an indoor location model (which might depend on the indoor positioning technology used). Indoor locations can have structure. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the Beth Gleeson building, and so, the different locations within this structure are annotatable.

Outdoor and indoor objects/persons Objects or persons must be identifiable to the PA system, e.g. via RFID tagging, 2D barcodes, or image recognition via a smartphone camera. A movable entity, in general, has two dynamic features, size and the position. Examples of a movable entity are a table, or a person. A user can scan a 2D barcoded (or an RFID tagged) object and leave/read an annotation for it.

Collection This could be a composed target which can be more than one entities located in one physical location; as we discussed the target in previous section, this entities tend to have a similar property such as their owners.

Virtual Group (VG) Entities could be grouped virtually, even if there are located in different physical locations, and similar to collections, these entities might have similar features, such as type of product, or colour. VG can be simple and independent as shown in Fig. 1, however VG can be also part of another virtual group or domain model (DM), as shown in Fig. 2, PhD candidates with their supervisor Dr. Seng make up a virtual group as shown in the Virtual/Domain Model (VM) (as called in the figure, the Domain Model (DM)). Also, candidates are located in different places as shown in the Physical Model (PM) of the Beth Gleeson Building. Therefore, the DPVW-model can present annotatable entities in a PM or/and a VM, and link the VM to the PM.

Therefore, the DPVW-model contains two parts; first one is Physical Model (PM), which represents the real physical world, and the second one is Virtual/Domain Model (DM), which represents the virtual group, or logical structure of entities, and/or even the virtual entities such as the “master students” node in Fig. 2. In the DPVW-model, as shown in

Fig. 2. DPVW-model for BG building and Seng’s students.
Fig. 2, we have on the left side a PM of the BG building in La Trobe university, and the right side shows the DM/VM of Seng Loke’s students. The relationships between the PMs and DM/VMs are depicted with the thick arrows (e.g., labeled “e1” and “e2”), and the thin arrows represent the relationships between particular nodes in a DM/VM to particular nodes in a PM. For example, r1 links the student “Javeria” on the DM to her location on level 3 of BG building. Also, r2 links “Ahmad” to his location in room 125 on the PM of the BG building. The same with r3 which links “Prajakta” to her location in lab 114. Finally, r4 links “Niroshinie” to room 115.

Moreover, for the same PM, we can link another related DM such as a domain model that represents the maintenance staff or Computer Science lecturers and so on. Conversely, DM also can be linked to multiple PMs.

The idea is that a person can leave/retrieve annotations that are directly associated with physical entities in a PM, as identified by the entities’ location (e.g., GPS coordinates), and/or tags (e.g., 2D barcode or NFC tag), or a person can leave/retrieve annotations that are indirectly associated with physical entities, via the nodes in a VM/DM. For example, Seng’s PhD students can be annotated with one annotation by annotating the PhD candidates’ node in the DM of Seng, so instead of annotating each node individually, users can use VM/DM models to annotate a collection or a VG in just annotating their parent (more details will be explain in the implementation section).

Figure 4 shows a DPVW-model of an outdoor shopping mall, namely, the Bourke Street Mall, in Melbourne, Australia. We divided the mall into four parts: Northeast (NE), Southeast (SE), Southwest (SW) and Northwest (NW) as shown in Fig. 3. Then, we created the DPVW-model for the mall as shown in Fig. 4. Of course, there could be other ways of dividing up Bourke Street Mall yielding different DPVW-models over the same geographical area – but we use Fig. 3 as one possible illustration. The DPVW-model not only serves as a reference for what is annotatable at design-time but also at run-time, as browsable models for users to retrieve annotations, or for its higher level, or even the kids nodes of it. It also easily and efficiently supports annotating collections VGs. Different DPVW models are used depending on the application. The ALPHAsys system could have a collection of DPVW-models for different annotatable entities and spaces.

4. Types of physical annotations: Relationships between annotations and targets

There are different possible relationships in a PA system between annotations and targets, and different conditions (if any) of linking them together, thereby inducing a typing on physical annotations – we describe seven examples of PA/link types below, though they are not exhaustive. These PA types are specializations of Definition C.

**Type 1: Basic annotation.**

**Definition.** This type is a PA of the form:

\[<\text{paID}, \text{ann}, t, \text{null}, \text{one-to-one}>.\]

This means there is only one annotation for one annotated target. This link here is in a static mode, which means the validity of this annotation for that target is all times and everywhere, without any conditions.

**Example.** A user annotates a chair with annotation “belongs to Ali”, so the user can retrieve that annotation anytime and anywhere.
**Type 2: Basic annotation with context dependency.**

**Definition.** This type is a PA of the form:

\[ \text{<paID, ann, t, cxD, one-to-one>}. \]

This is similar to the first type of the relationship when there is only one annotation for one annotated target. However, the link here isn’t static; we call it a dynamic link, which means the validity of this annotation for that target is only under some conditions. In this type, the condition is one of a context dependency, so the annotation is visible or readable by the user only if conditions have been met (details of conditions are assumed specified in the operation of the PA system).

**Example.** Ali himself was annotated with annotation saying he works as a “technical support for CS Dept”. This annotation will not make sense if users can read it every time and everywhere when they see Ali. So, the validity of this annotation is restricted by time and location. Validity time is only between 8am–5pm Monday to Friday, during typical work hours. And the validity location is only the Department of Computer Science in La Trobe University, for instance.

**Type 3: Collection annotation.**

**Definition.** This type is a PA of the form:

\[ \text{<paID, ann, ct, null, one-to-one>}, \]

where ct refers to a collection target (as defined in Section 2).

Here, there is one annotation which is linked to many targets grouped together as one collection; hence, the mapping type is still one-to-one. In other words each entity of the collection individually do not make that annotation valid, i.e., the annotation is not for any one of them alone, so they have to be physically together to make sense and to make that annotation sensible. This link here is static, which means the user can access the annotation without any conditions.

**Example.** Assume the user annotates the “whole campus of Latrobe University”. All buildings, sport facilities, shops and car parks make up the collection. The annotation is then not valid for one part alone, but for the whole university, it is valid – one needs to scan all parts of the university (or be within the campus) before the annotation can be viewed; scanning just one of the buildings will not bring up the annotation.

**Type 4: 1-M Mapping annotation.**

**Definition.** This type is a PA of the form:

\[ \text{<paID, ann, vgt, null, one-to-many>}. \]

This type of link or physical annotation means there is one annotation linked to many targets, so that the annotation is a true statement and makes sense for each target individually. And that happens when these targets have a similar property, in order to be linked to one annotation. This link here is static, which means the user can access the annotation without any conditions. Unlike collection annotations above, users can get the (same) annotation when the targets are far from each other, and need only scan any one of the annotated targets in the virtual group to get the annotation.

**Example.** With “belongs to Ali”, Ali annotates all his belongings such as his car, books, rooms, chair and pens. So, this annotation is linked to many entities, and can be retrieved by scanning any one of them individually.

**Type 5: Collection annotation with context dependency.**

**Definition.** This type is a PA of the form:

\[ \text{<paID, ann, ct, cxD, one-to-one>}. \]

This type is similar to the third type which is one annotation linked to a collection of targets that are physically grouped and exist together; however, the difference here is that the link is not static, which means there is at least one condition allowing access to this annotation. So, to retrieve the annotation, users must meet the context conditions.

**Example.** Assume we have a Horse Drawn Carriage, so both the horse and the carriage make one collection. The context dependency (condition of linking) contains three elements: a time, a location and the weather. The validity time is only from 9pm till 10pm, location availability is only the Melbourne CBD and the weather must not be raining. An annotation says “you can hire me and take a tour around CBD for $100 up to 6 persons”, but the annotation is valid only when (i) the component targets (horse and carriage) are physically together (given the concept of the collection), and (ii) when the context dependency conditions have been met.
Type 6: 1-M Mapping annotation with context dependency.

**Definition.** This type is a PA of the form:

\[ \langle \text{paID}, \text{ann}, \text{vgt}, \text{cxD}, \text{one-to-many} \rangle. \]

Similar to the fourth type where the relationship is from one annotation to many targets in a virtual group, but the target here does not make one collection (as we define “collection” above) and shouldn’t need to be physically located in one place. Also, here, the annotation is not static and it has a context dependency and conditions to be valid.

**Example.** In the La Trobe university library, there are some employees who are dedicated to helping students to access books on the shelves. So the annotation on such staff is “you can ask me if you need help to get a book”. The target here is more than one employee. The context dependency is location, so that the annotation on the staff is only active/visible when the employee is near-by the bookshelves, and also time, when the employee is on duty. Another example is when users annotate targets useful for blind people; these targets don’t have to be at the same physical location, and the context dependency here is the blind person him/her-self (only the blind accesses such annotations, which are read to them).

Type 7: Multi-annotation (M-1 mapping annotation) with common context dependency.

**Definition.** This type is a PA of the form:

\[ \langle \text{paID1}, \text{ann1}, \text{t}, \text{cxD}, \text{many-to-one} \rangle, \]

where there must be at least one other PA of the form:

\[ \langle \text{paID2}, \text{ann2}, \text{t}, \text{cxD}, \text{many-to-one} \rangle. \]

This type of relationship between the annotation and the annotated entity is when one target (which may be a single, collection or virtual group) is linked to from more than one annotation. And the annotations could be static annotations which mean they are valid without context dependencies (cxD is null) or there could be dynamic annotations, which mean they are only available under some context conditions (and the same context conditions are used for all of the annotations). Of course, one can define another type of PA where context conditions need not be the same for each annotation.

### Table 1: Relationships between annotations (A) and targets (T)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Type of physical annotations</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Collection, Virtual Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic annotation</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Ann1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic annotation with context dependency</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Ann2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Collection annotation</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ann3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mapping annotation</td>
<td>VG</td>
<td>Ann4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Collection annotation</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ann5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mapping annotation</td>
<td>VG</td>
<td>Ann6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Multi-annotation with common context dependency</td>
<td>S, C, VG</td>
<td>Container7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example.** Assume we have a cup which is a single target. We can annotate it by many annotations such as “red colour”, “belongs to Alex”, “this is used to drink tea only”, and so on.

Table 1 and Fig. 5 illustrate all of the previous seven types of the relationships between the annotations and the targets in our location model. In Fig. 5, ann1 represents the first type of PA, the basic annotation, when one annotation is linked to the PC without any constraints. Also, ann2 represents the second type of the relationship which is, basic annotation with context dependency, so that the annotation for “Alex” in the figure can be retrieved as long as the retriever is inside the BG building. The next annota-
tion is ann3, which represents annotating a collection which is called container7. It contains books, a chair and a desk. The annotation ann4 shows the mapping annotation type, where one valid annotation is linked to books, “Alex” and “consultation room 124”; such an annotation is “today seminar will be held in consultation room 124 by “Alex” about these books…”.

The next annotation is ann5 which shows annotating a collection with context dependency, so that users can retrieve ann5 only at particular times. The annotation ann6 illustrates the type of mapping annotation with context dependency; ann6 is valid for both the books and level 1, so the annotation can be retrieved only if “Alex” is nearby any one of them. The last relationship type can be seen for the collection “container7”, so that more than one annotation is linked to it, which are ann3 and ann5.

5. ALPHAsys system design and implementation

ALPHAsys is an application for physical annotations based on the ALPHA model, which allows digitally annotating the real physical entities, whether they are small objects, persons or locations, with real data. The entities could be tagged with three options individually or combined with others, i.e. by using 2D QR codes, image recognition, and/or GPS coordinates.

ALPHAsys is an implementation of the generic PA architecture shown in Fig. 6, reflecting the ALPHA model. The architecture can be viewed based on the formal model as comprising three parts; the first part is the annotation part starting from the Annotation Manager down to the SNS and the Service Providers, as follows:

1. **Annotation manager**: this layer is about the annotation content, stored in two repositories:

   - **Annotation Repository**: which contains the system’s own annotations written by users, and External 3rd party annotation repositories: the annotation content can be provided by third party providers, such as social network services. For example, Facebook can provide some useful annotations as well as Wikipedia; so, this layer refers to such information services.
   - **External 3rd party annotation repositories**: the annotation content can be provided by third party providers, such as social network services. For example, Facebook can provide some useful annotations as well as Wikipedia; so, this layer refers to such information services.

2. **Target controller**: it includes:

   - **Target Repository**: that contains information about the annotated entity, whether it is a small object, location or person. It also stores the state of a target whether it is a single, collection, or a virtual group. The repository includes also the entity’s target kind which will help to determine the possible associated annotations of this object.
   - **DPVW-model repository**: stores the DPVW-model (which includes the physical location model and the virtual model of spatial targets as we discussed in Section 3) and tracks the targets within the DPVW-model, e.g., their locations in the location model (e.g., within a room on a floor in a building), giving the user the option to browse the DPVW-model to retrieve the parent node’s annotations as well, or the kids nodes’ annotations. For example, if the user is in room 219 on the 2nd floor in
building B, we can present this location model as a spatial tree to the user. The user may then like to retrieve the annotations for that room and the floor as well. So, this will locate the entity in the location model hierarchy and give the user the option to retrieve the annotations belonging to the space which contains the location, not just the annotations for the spot/location.

3. **Link part:** this includes:

(i) **PA Linker:** the main job of this layer is to map annotations to entities/targets. This tier includes conditions of the linking, and uses the PA link properties such as context dependencies and mapping. It manages annotations linked to collections and virtual groups.

(ii) **PA Controller:** this component controls the PA access; after the system retrieves the annotation from the lower tiers, it manages the interference/collision (if any) [4], and all possible situations that may affect the annotation. We also can view the architecture based on the server and client sides. In our design, we have chosen to reduce the complexity on the client side for many reasons including the possibility of limited resources on the client. Therefore, most operations are done on the server side. On the client side is the interface to the system on the user’s handset, and by using a mobile phone, a laptop or a tablet, users can access, retrieve and modify physical annotations. On the server side, the server here includes the main components in Fig. 6.

On the client side, users can perform the following main operations and queries on the system: (1) annotate an entity (e.g., object, place, person, collection, virtual group), (2) grab and view annotations (e.g., browse location models, and retrieve annotations for single, collections, and virtual groups), (3) manage targets (i.e., add and modify a location model, add collections and virtual groups), (4) manage annotations (i.e., update and delete annotations), and (5) change settings (i.e., add users, add groups, and add users to groups).

As shown in the architecture in Fig. 7, what the user has to do to annotate an entity or retrieve annotations is as follows:

Fig. 7. ALPHAsys architecture.
The target must be added into the DB, users can add one target, collections of targets, or virtual groups. That can be done by scanning a 2D barcode on the target, image recognition by pointing the mobile device camera at the object and matching (via the Vuforia SDK\textsuperscript{1}), using the target’s GPS coordinates (if the target to be annotated is a location), or a combination of some of them. Also, we can use Bluetooth or RFID to associate annotations with targets, although we haven’t implemented Bluetooth or RFID tagging here.

Then the user can annotate the target by specifying whether access to that annotation is “simple” or “complex” (complex is where the user then needs to specify context dependencies).

To retrieve an annotation, users should meet the conditions of annotation access; for collections of objects, for example, the user needs to scan all the objects in the collection (and fulfill any other context conditions) before retrieving the annotation for that collection.

Users have the choice to retrieve annotations for one target, collections, or browse the location model to obtain annotations.

Figure 8 shows the sequence diagram of reading a target and retrieving annotation(s) for it. The process starts by sending a request by a mobile user to the mobile in order to read and recognize the target, this process can be done by reading the QR code, GPS coordinate, or image recognition of the target. Then if the response was successful, the mobile sends the request to the server side, which is received by the PA controller which, in turn, will check with the target manager if the scanned target exists in the target repository; if so, the PA controller will check with the annotation manager if there is an annotation linked to that target, and if so, the PA controller will retrieve the target’s annotations from the annotation manager based on the user’s current context.

Figure 9i shows the main screen of ALPHAsys. Figure 9ii shows the options of creating annotations, whether a single entity, a collection of entities or a geographical location. Figure 9iii shows the interface for leaving an annotation for a single entity where users can choose the group, annotation type, adding

\textsuperscript{1} https://developer.qualcomm.com
GPS coordinates and context dependencies (e.g., a date as shown in Fig. 9iv).

Figure 10 illustrates the retrieval process. Figure 10i shows the retrieval options so users can choose retrieving annotation for a single, a collection, or a location entity. Then, Fig. 10ii shows the user retrieving annotations for the target “t008” without specifying the annotation type. The result will be bigger than the result in Fig. 10iv where the user specifies context dependencies to retrieve (or effectively, filter) annotations for a target, or annotation type as shown in Fig. 10iii, which in the figure leads to retrieving only the annotations of the required annotation type.

Also, note the button “get parent’s annotation for this” is a means of browsing for annotations via the hierarchical location model (i.e., a DPVW-model as illustrated in Figs 1 and 4). Figure 11 shows how to make and retrieve annotations for a collection of targets. Figure 11i shows how to add targets to a collection by scanning the 2D code for each target; then, the user can click on the “make them a collection” button, which will assign a collection number to those targets and then the system goes to Fig. 11ii, where the user can add a general annotation to this collection – for example, as shown in Fig. 11iii, the annotation is “these objects must be returned to Sofia”. Figure 11iv shows how to retrieve annotations for a collection: the user can scan each object one by one and click on the find collection button in order to check what collection the scanned objects make, and if they make a collection, the system will go to the
retrieval screen with the collection ID. The other option of retrieving the collection is by entering the collection ID manually into the retrieval screen, but in this case the user should know the collection ID.

Figure 12i shows how a user (with appropriate permissions) can build new location models (that is, extending the range of annotatable targets by extending a DPVW-model or creating a new DPVW-model; though such models can be built beforehand by the developer or system administrator and loaded on to the mobile). Users can add a physical model (PM) or a virtual/domain model (DM), and can link a target to a physical parent or to a virtual parent (using the “parent” relationships in the DPVW-model). As we discussed in Section 3, Fig. 12ii shows how to add “Niroshinie” to “Room 115” which is located in the physical model PM of Beth Gleeson building.

Figure 12iii shows how to create a DM link for Seng by adding “Seng Loke” as a parent and “PhD candidates” as a child node. Then, Fig. 12iv shows how to add “Niroshinie” to a virtual group which is called PhD candidates, that is a part of Seng’s domain model DM, as illustrated in Fig. 2. To add or update a PM or DM, users can add each node with its parent by using image recognition, 2D barcode scanning or using the GPS coordinates of each target, or users can enter the target IDs manually, as shown.

Figure 13i shows the main screen of browsing for annotations using the DPVW-model and showing some operations allowed with it. Figure 13ii shows...
that the user retrieved the physical parent of “obj1” which is room 298 which will allow him/her to retrieve the parent location’s annotations. Figure 13iii shows that the user can also retrieve the virtual parent of that “obj1” which in this case is room 212. The same can be done with the example of Dr. Seng’s students that we discussed before, so that when the user retrieves the physical parent for one of the students, the system will return the room number that he/she is in (i.e., the physical parent, or parent according the PM), but if the user retrieves the virtual parent of the student, the system will return Dr. Seng (i.e., the parent according to the VM/DM). Once the physical or virtual parent is retrieved, one can then view the annotation of the parent. Figure 13iv shows how the user can retrieve all the physical children or the virtual children nodes that come under an entity (in this case, children of room 212).

Figure 14 shows examples of targets that can be scanned by the ALPHAsys system using the mobile camera which can then be automatically retrieved and super-imposed with associated user entered annotations. For example, the user can scan the 2D barcode on the cup or scan the flowers via image recognition, and then see or type in an annotation for that object. For the image recognition, as was mentioned before, we used Vuforia AR SDK [25] which is a framework developed by Qualcomm. It allows mobile phones’ cameras to recognize objects in live camera video streams based on images that have been stored on the cloud or the developer’s local database. We preferred Vuforia AR SDK over other systems because it is more reliable and fast.

Implementation and prototype As mentioned, we have created ALPHAsys as a prototype of a PA system based on the APLHA formal model and built a location model in order to test the applicability and feasibility of our model, and as a proof-of-concept. The implementation of the client has been done on an Android mobile “Samsung Galaxy S3”, and the server side has been implemented as a RESTful API (HTTP REST interface to MySQL written in PHP) to communicate with the MySQL database on the server side. The common methods of RESTful are POST, GET, PUT and DELETE which are equivalent to Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD). As an example of using the API, users can get a target by its ID using the http GET method through this URL: http://homepage.cs.latrobe.edu.au/aaalzahrani/rest/Target/<tID>.
Users can also define new targets or update an existing target by posting parameters of targets, which are target ID (tID), target type (tT), and GPS obtained latitude (lat) and the longitude (lon) of targets. So, after this step, users can annotate new targets by sending annotation parameters to the server. Also, to define a new annotation, or update an existing one, users can do that by posting, to the server, annotation’s parameters which are annID, annT, annUser, annAuthor, annGroup, content, and to retrieve or delete an annotation, users only need to post annID and context. Similarly when users want to link annotations to targets, they need to send the server annID, tID and CxD which is the context when users can retrieve the annotation for that target. Finally, to add, update, retrieve or delete targets to DPVW-model, they need to post tID and parentID.

Table 2 provides a summary of our REST API’s main resources and parameters for each resource. The parameters reflect the definition of the ALPHA model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>POST</th>
<th>GET</th>
<th>PUT</th>
<th>DELETE</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/Annotation</td>
<td>Create a new annotation</td>
<td>Retrieve a particular annotation</td>
<td>Update an annotation’s properties</td>
<td>Delete an annotation</td>
<td>annID, annT, annUser, annAuthor, annGroup, content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Target</td>
<td>Create a new target</td>
<td>Retrieve a target</td>
<td>Update a target</td>
<td>Delete a target</td>
<td>tID, tT, lat, lon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/DPVW-model</td>
<td>Create a new DPVW-model</td>
<td>Retrieve a target model</td>
<td>Update a target position in a model</td>
<td>Delete a target from a model</td>
<td>tID, parentID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Link</td>
<td>Create a new Physical Annotation (PA) by linking annotations to the target</td>
<td>Retrieve a PA</td>
<td>Update a particular PA</td>
<td>Delete a PA</td>
<td>annID, tID, CxD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Case study

ALPHAsys was deployed on two university campuses: King Abdulaziz University (KAU) in Saudi Arabia and La Trobe University (LTU) in Australia. Then, we obtained feedback on the usage after two weeks from users at both universities. The main aim of this study is to test the functionality and the usability of ALPHAsys in real environments. We want to see if ALPHAsys is useful and usable in the real world and to obtain general feedback on our prototype. It must be noted that we had not “beautified” the user interface but sought to test the functionality of the system with users. Also, the reason for choosing two different places was to test the impact of users’ background on the ALPHAsys.

The test includes four stages: the first one is to understand participants’ background for using pervasive technologies. The second stage is to try and let participants experience ALPHAsys. The third stage is to have participants answer a small survey based on their experiences. In the last stage, we compare the system with another PA system which is Layar in our case. The number of participants was 10 students, 5 in KAU and the other half in LTU. All of them are students from Bachelor degree to PhD degree, and from different majors, and so, they were given a short seminar to provide them background and explanation on ALPHAsys. The usage scenarios aim to allow them to create annotations with different contexts, and then to share them with others, and also to allow them to retrieve annotations in different contexts.

For anchoring, as mentioned earlier, we used three different techniques including QR codes, image recognition and GPS coordinates (RFIDs, Bluetooth and other anchoring systems could be used in the system, but we limited the system to the three techniques only). A number of 2D barcodes were placed on different entities, including small objects such as chairs, tables, PCs, bags and also on large entities such as rooms, buildings’ entrances. The image recognition technique was used on some posters such as posters of final year student’s projects.

The GPS coordinates were used only on outdoor locations. So, in order to link annotations to targets, users have the option to link it by using QR code, image recognition, or GPS coordinates. Users also can combine some of the linking options together. For example, outside the entrance of CS in KAU, the main annotation that welcomes new students was associated with GPS coordinates only, so when users retrieve annotations based on the GPS coordinate, they will get the “Welcome to CS” annotation. There are also some QR codes associated with the same area (placed on the outdoor of the entrance and on
seats next to the entrance), so users can create annotations for each of the door or the seats by associating them with the same GPS coordinates, but with different QR codes. Therefore, in order to retrieve annotations for the seats, users have to scan the QR code and send it alongside with the GPS coordinates to the PA server (We assumed here the same seat’s QR code is used for another seat somewhere else so that users have to send both GPS and QR code).

Participants installed the ALPHAsys Android app on their smartphones, and were given different situations and limited time to explore and understand the system. They also were allocated to different users’ categories such as “Sameer’s students”, “group 5”, “class 224”, and “general”, some of which were allocated to several categories. This helps to specify annotations for special groups and not for other groups.

Participants were asked to leave annotations on some entities, such as small objects and geographical areas, and associating them with different contexts and types of annotations such as “education” or “fun”.

They were given six main types of tasks to do in order to test ALPHAsys as follows.

The first task is to create and retrieve annotations for different targets in indoor places whether small object or an indoor place without any context or constraints.

The second task is to create annotations and retrieve them, for the same entities in the first task, but this time with different contexts such as annotation type, time and location of retrieval.

The third task aims to create annotations and retrieve them for outdoor objects and locations with and without context.

The fourth task is to create a collection of entities and annotate them, and retrieve those annotations.

The fifth task aims to test the operations on the DPVW-model by adding targets or moving them to different locations in the physical model, and also to annotate different levels of the model. Updating or adding targets to the DPVW-model are supposed to be done by system administrators or targets’ owners; however, for test purpose, we allow participants to add and update targets based on test instructions.

Finally, users were asked to retrieve those annotations for different targets and their higher parents’ annotations.

The following describes some tasks in more detail. For example, KAU lab 129 was annotated with an annotation saying “This lab is reserved for Dr. Sameer”, the context time associated with it was Monday from 1pm–4pm. The user groups who can retrieve this annotation is set to be “general”, so that anyone can access it when retrieving annotations on lab 129 on Monday from 1pm–4pm only; at other times, this annotation wouldn’t be available. Also, the same lab was annotated with another annotation saying “the quiz is this Monday”. The context time was also Monday from 1pm to 4pm; however, the user’s category is set only for group 7, so that group 7 users only can retrieve and access this annotation.

Also, in the lab 129, one of the computers (or PCs) and also the lab were annotated with annotations such as saying “PC14 needs to be fixed”, where the context was all time. The user’s category was “Technical support”, so any staff of the technical support will get access to this annotation (we assumed one of the participants works in technical support).

Another student also annotated the lab with general annotations, such as one saying “I lost my wallet here; please, if you find it, hand it to the CS receptionists”. The context was for a period of a week for everyone, so that anyone can retrieve that annotation for the following week after that annotation was created.

Another task that was given to participants is to annotate outdoor areas. For example, the entrance of the Computer Science department was annotated with different annotations. One was for new students’ category saying “in this week the orientation session will be in theater 279 on Tuesday from 9am to 11:30am”, so that the new students will get access to this annotation when they are at the entrance of the building. Also another annotation was made for group 7’s students saying “here is our meeting point” and context time was Wednesday 1pm to 2:20pm.

Also, participants were asked to retrieve annotations for higher (relative to their location) level entities in a DPVW-model. For example, in lab 129, they were asked to check annotations for level 2 that contains the lab, and also the whole building of their faculty, in order to test one aspect of using the hierarchical model. Also, participants were asked to leave annotations for private use, where only themselves can access those annotations, such as leaving an annotation as a reminder for returning a book to the library – the user only will get the reminder when retrieving the annotation of that book. Therefore, participants were given different tasks to create or retrieve different annotations and using different contexts in order to understand the system and test the functionality and efficiency of using ALPHAsys as a PA system.
We also install a similar system that is used for Augmented Reality and Physical Annotations. We chose to compare the system with the layar system (www.layar.eu).

After testing the system, participants were given a small survey to be answered. The survey has different questions including user’s technology background; the participants have to answer each question from 1 for the lowest rating (or least agreement or ease of use), to 10 for the highest rating (or most agreement or ease of use). The main tasks include the following:

Q1 Familiar with and used smart phones.
Q2 Familiar with and used location based services (LBS).
Q3 The system is easy to use.
Q4 Attach annotations to single entities.
Q5 Attach annotations to a collection.
Q6 Retrieve annotations of single entities.
Q7 Retrieve annotations of a collection.
Q8 Retrieve annotations of a virtual group.
Q9 Showing annotations based on my interest.
Q10 Showing annotations based on my locations.
Q11 Showing annotations based on current contexts.
Q12 Using image recognition to retrieve or leave annotations.
Q13 Ability to access annotations of parents of locations.
Q14 Adding annotations to rooms.
Q15 Moving entities to another parent (i.e. updating the DPVW-model).

Table 3 shows the results obtained from participants in both KAU and LTU. The first question shows both groups are using smart phones enormously, which means they are familiar with the current mobile technologies and they depend on their phones widely. Then, question 2’s answers are indicative of their comfort level with the use of location-based services. It is obvious that participants in LTU use LBS more than participants in KAU, due to the lack of apps that support GPS in Saudi Arabia. So, this justifies the different results for some questions between the two groups. Q3 is about the overall impression of using ALPHAsys.

Then, Q4 is about attaching annotations to single entities, and Q5 about attaching annotations to a collection. The result shows that annotating a single entity is easier than annotating a collection, because in a collection, the user has to scan more than one time for each entity, whereas its one time for the single entity. Q6, Q7 and Q8 are about retrieving annotations without context. Q9, Q10 and Q11 examine annotation retrieval with users’ current context and interest. Q12 evaluates the image recognition technique for leaving and retrieving annotations. Q13 to Q15 are about the annotated entities in the DPVW-model. As can be observed, users can easily add and adjust entities in the DPVW-model. In general, Table 3 also indicates that the system is easy and useful for participants whether for leaving annotations or retrieving annotations.

Some limitations of the test are that annotating collection takes longer time than annotating a single entity, since users have to scan each one individually. Using image recognition for creating or retrieving annotations is not working perfectly yet due to lack of accuracy in current image recognition APIs that are available on the market, however, it is working in the “ideal environment” such as the correct light level and the camera angle.

**Feature comparison with Layar** In our literature survey [3] we made a comparison between 14 systems that have been used for physical annotations. In this section, ALPHAsys features have been compared with Layar, which is one of most popular system for AR and physical annotations. Table 4 shows the comparison between the two systems.

Both systems support using different layers of annotation contents, so that users can choose a layer of interested annotations for him/her such as tourism, and restaurant, so in ALPHAsys users can choose layers via user categories and annotation types. Also, users in both systems could be grouped into different categories, which will allow the authors to target a specific or a private category.
Context dependency is supported in both systems. However, context dependency in LAYAR is limited to time, date, and location. Whereas, ALPHAsys supports contexts generally such as nearby person, entity and more as was discussed in Section 2.

In Layar, an annotated entity comes as one single entity. They define it only as ‘geo’ to represent a location, and ‘vision’ for image recognition. Besides the geo location and image recognition, ALPHAsys clarifies the kinds of annotated entities.

In Layar, there is a table called POI to store annotated entities data, and there is a POIAction table to store actions for that POI. In ALPHAsys annotations are fully independent and stored in different tables from the annotated entities and each annotation has a unique ID. This allows the system to support the mapping property and use the same annotations for different targets by using annotation IDs only.

Another key difference in ALPHAsys is that it supports the DPVW-model, so that annotated entities are structured in a hierarchical model which allows dynamic features of leaving and retrieving annotations using such structures, such as retrieving parent annotations, more details were discussed in Section 3, whereas the Layar system doesn’t support such a model.

A target in Layar comes as a single entity, whereas ALPHAsys supports single and collection targets, so that the user can annotate a collection or composite target with one annotation.

Virtual group is another feature that is not supported by Layar, but is supported by ALPHAsys. Users can create and annotate a virtual group by one annotation even if the constituents of the virtual group are at different locations. This feature helps users to avoid repetitive actions in labeling many objects with the same annotation and allows sharing annotations among different entities. For image recognition, both systems support detecting annotated entities by using image recognition. Layar, in its last version, started to support it and calls it Layar Vision. Also, both systems support outdoor and indoor annotations. Moreover, both systems support sharing annotations with others, or keeping them private.

Also, the ALPHA model can be used to represent the key aspects of Layar and so is general, though ALPHAsys attempts to support more extensive features in ALPHA. It must also be noted that Layar has particular user features that ALPHAsys does not support given its extensive history of development, which are not modeled within ALPHA.

7. Related work

There have been many augmented reality and physical annotation systems as reviewed in [3]. Those systems can be used for different purposes such as education [21,23], health [6,19], and tourism [22,29]. However, a formal approach to describing the essential aspects of such systems can be useful, as well as the need to develop a model of the physical world to support such systems. Spatial location models have been researched in the last decade, and many surveys have reviewed the development of location models, such as [5]. Good examples of world models or location models are the Nexus platform [10], and the semantic space by Microsoft [7]. Nexus [9,10] is one of the most common models that aims to provide a generic platform for ubiquitous computing applications which can be used for indoor or outdoor environments; it includes the physical world and the virtual objects, which means any external digital resources. The main location based models can be categorized into three main groups [1,5]: geometric location models, symbolic location models (hierarchical, topological, descriptive) such as those in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Comparing ALPHAsys with LAYAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>ALPHAsys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has different layers</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has different groups of users</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User can choose particular author or annotation categories</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support different contexts (location, time, date, nearby person, nearby object, entity dependency)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targets have clear types</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each annotation has a unique ID (usable by users)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support mapping property</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses dynamic physical and virtual world models</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support the hierarchy of targets</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support collection of targets</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support virtual group target</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support interference detection and resolution [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support collision detection and resolving [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support image recognition</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for annotating indoor and outdoor objects</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support private, shared and public annotations</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[11,13,16,17] which describe spatial relationships between entities (an example of this type of model is when you describe a room in a floor in a particular building²), and semi-symbolic or hybrid models [8,12]. We have used symbolic models for indoor annotations and geometric GPS coordinates for outdoor annotations. The DPVW-model, which can include models of outdoor locations and buildings, serves not only as a design artifact for a PA system (in general) but can be used by users to browse for annotations (by browsing from their current locations, automatically detected, to surrounding spaces via the location model). The location models also serve as a means to query for annotations and as an organizing principle for physical annotations.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided a theoretical conceptual model for the PA systems — we call it ALPHAsys which provides a foundation on which to build a PA system. Then, we defined and categorized different types of annotated entities which are singles, collections and virtual groups. This categorization allows users to get different type of annotations based on target types. Then, on top of ALPHAsys, we provided DPVW-models which aim to represent the physical world so that we can use the structure of the physical entities and their physical relationships for annotations, and also the virtual model (VM) (or domain model) for the annotated entities to describe the virtual entities or the virtual relationship between targets. Then, we discuss the different relationships that we can get between targets and annotations, i.e., seven types of them. Finally, in order to prove the usability of the system, we implemented it and tested it in a real environment with users, and also compared it with other PA systems to clarify the new concepts of ALPHAsys.

We also found that the users’ evaluations of ALPHAsys were generally positive towards its functions and its features for annotating the physical world among us, whether for annotating objects, spaces or locations. Or even for annotating a single entity, a collection, or a virtual group of entities. We found that ALPHAsys can structure annotations of physical entities via the DPVW-model, which also gives users the ability to access/browse annotations for higher levels or even in lower level for any entity (according to the particular DPVW-model, which is application-specific). Also, the test shows ALPHAsys has new context-aware features that enrich the task of annotating the physical world.

Future work will include more features about detection and resolving interference and collision between annotations and annotated entities as already started in [4].

Moreover, in the near future, we aim to involve many students in a rural area to use ALPHAsys for educational purposes. This will include improving the user interface of ALPHAsys (to make it more attractive) and further simplifying approaches for PA tasks.
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² The advantage of this model is that it is readable by humans and also will be more efficient to answer some queries such as find all rooms in the fifth floor, but the disadvantage of this model is the lack of the exact locations of the entities and also the need to compute the distance between two entities.


